CASCADE PEMBROKE WELSH CORGI CLUB SPECIALTY
August 11, 2017

I thoroughly enjoyed this assignment! The lovely, outdoor show site is so typical of the beautiful
Pacific Northwest and is one of my favorites. The club members are always so hospitable and the
show committee sees to every detail. Huge thanks to Show Chair, Nan Harty, who insured that
the whole show ran smoothly and to my very efficient ring stewards, Randi Blume and Marilyn
Van Vleit, who insured that my part did the same. Hostess extraordinaire, Jan Edwards, treated
the judges to a lovely waterfront dinner where we had lots of laughs getting to know each other.
It was a pleasure (and a hoot) to be on the panel with Sweeps Judge, Tammy Floyd, and
Obedience Judge, Carolyn Wray. It is always a pleasure to judge beautiful dogs…and I had
them! I was so very pleased with my final line-up – Pembrokes who could win in any
competition. And I must thank all exhibitors for accepting my decisions with such good grace
and sportsmanship.
Patty Gailey - Triad

PUPPY DOGS 6 TO 9 MONTHS (5 entered, 3 absent)
1 . PINEMEADE CHASING DRAGONS (GCHS TALLYRAND HALO CHASER - CH
PINEMEADE DRAGON JOY) Breeder: Terry A Hansen. Shannon Stone, Owners: Terry A
Hansen,Shannon Stone. The winner in this class is a red and white boy who is a nice overall
package. He is low to the ground with good body proportions. He has a pleasing headpiece with
parallel planes. He holds his good top line standing, but could be a bit unsettled at times.
Angulation balanced front and rear. I would like to see a bit more bone.
2. OVERO I FEEL THE REIN. (GCH CH AUBREY'S EASTER PARADE - CH OVER
PURPLICIOUS PT NA OAJ) Breeder: Jaime Bragg. Owners: Caroline Hirko,Jaime Bragg. This
red and white boy also has a level top line which he holds well. He has very good lip and eye
pigmentation. He is higher on leg than #1 and was not as free on the move. Shorter upper arm
restricted front movement.
PUPPY DOGS 9 TO 12 MONTHS (2 entered, 1 absent)
1. CASTLEKEEP HARRY POTTER (CASTLEKEEP CAMELOT - TRENGATE NEW
MOON) Breeder: Lauri A. Johnson. Owners: Lauri Johnson. The single entry in this class was
very deserving of a first-place ribbon. He is a handsome red and white boy with good length of
body and proportionate length of leg. He has a nice arched neck flowing into a good top line. He
moves free and easy from the side, comes in a bit close.

PUPPY DOGS 12 TO 18 MONTHS (4 entered, 0 absent)
1. CARIADH PAINTING THE TOWN CGC RN (CH CARIADH MAN ABOUT TOWN
RN - GCH CARIADH CIERRA TEMPTATION EYES) Breeder: Patricia Smith. Owners: Amy
Jordan,Robert Jordan,Patricia Smith. First place in this class won his placement on his correct
body proportions with good bone and depth of brisket. A clear red and white with very attractive
head piece and nice ear set. He was adequate from the side, but could use a bit more front reach.
Toes in on one side coming in.
2. HOEDWIG'S A LITTLE MORE (GCH WESTBOURNE HOEDWIG LESS IS MORE HOEDWIG'S SHAKE IT OFF) Breeder: Heather Haynes. Owners: Heather Haynes. This boy is
quite striking in his rich red coat and an elegant neck set off by a snappy white collar. He shows
an easier sidegait than the one above, but is higher on leg and shorter in body. Held his topline
well.
3. EVANWHIT ANGEL ENCORE (GCH CH TROMBA'S BANDOLINO - CH EVANWHIT
ANGEL SERENADE) Breeder/ Owners: Barbara A Evans. This red and white boy also has a lot
of white icing and attractive head piece. He has a nice reach of neck, but appeared short in body
and heavy in front - perhaps accentuated by carrying too much weight. He has good, oval bone
and nice forechest. Not the movement of the one above.
4. BRYNMOR'S CRUIZ'N THE FAST LANE (BRYNMORS RIVER OF DREAMS - GCH
CH SUMMITHILL SPICEY BLEND OF BRYNMOR) Breeder: Tracy Liston, Mary Hering.
Owners: Gayle George-Sackett,Daniel Singley,Tracy Liston. A striking deep sable boy with
correct head proportions and ear set. His decent top line standing did not hold on the move. He
has more leg than is suitable for his body length. Lacking in side gait.
BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOGS (3 entered, 1 absent)
1. COVENTRY WOULDN’T IT BE NICE (CH ALENCLAUD TONY ASH - GCH
COVENTRY SWINGING ON A STAR) Breeder/Owners: Beckie Willams,Steven Leyerly, Bill
Shelton, Deborah Salow. This beautiful red and white dog has a classic Pembroke outline. His
nice arch of neck is topped by a handsome head piece with parallel planes and good ear set. His
length of upper arm is nearly equal to shoulder, with elbows set back under the withers. His front
angulation is balanced by that of the rear, which allows him easy movement from the side. He
could hock out a bit going away, but is true coming in. A quality dog that I was pleased to award
WINNERS DOG
2. STILLWATER X'S & O'S (Grand Ch Colburn Semper Fidelis - Stillwater Silk and Satin)
Breeder: Mary Day, Chris Johnson. Owners: Mary Day. Another handsome red dog with typey
head piece and good height to length ratio. He has proper oval bone right down to correct feet.
He holds his level top line standing and moving. He uses himself quite well on the move despite
having more rear angulation than front. He matched the pace of the winner, but took more steps
to get there. Still, a boy with much to recommend him.
RESERVE WINNERS DOG
OPEN DOGS (3 entered, 0 absen t)
1. AFARA COUNTRY ROADS (CH ROSEWOOD SET SAIL - AFARA
ZIPADEEDOODAH) Breeder Paul Chen. Owners: Jill A Miller, Paul Chen. This tri dog is a
very pretty mover, going around the ring with both reach and drive while holding a strong top

line. Good bone with short hocks, but could use more neck and length of body. Head not quite in
proportion, with foreface slightly dished and brow a bit domed.
2. TRENGATE BROOKEHAVEN SMOKE AND MIRRORS (BROOKEHAVEN
STRANGERS IN THE NIGHT - TRENGATE RASPBERRY BERET) Breeder: Sylvia Nolan.
Owners: Kathleen Gangi, Robert Rigwood. A light red dog with stylish carriage and good length
of body. Pleasing head and expression, good bone and correct feet. He has a lot of rear
angulation that is unmatched by his forward placed front. Consequently, his movement is not
balanced.
3. CASTLEKEEP SIR LANCELOT (GCH SANDFOX WILLIE WAGTAIL CASTLEKEEP LADY KATHERINE) Breeder: Lauri Johnson, Judith Fagan. Owners: Lauri
Johnson,Kathy Syring,Tom Syring. This young man sports a rich red coat and pleasing
expression. He has an easy side gait, but does not hold together well in the middle and tends to
fall off a bit in the croup.
PUPPY BITCHES 6 TO 9 MONTHS (5 entered, 2 absent)
A very nice class with three strong moving puppy girls.
1. LONDON LANE MADELINE .( MAJOR POINT BIRDMAN - CH TIMBERSIDE
ALONG LONDON LANE) Breeder/Owners: Lynne Alioth. A lovely red and white girl with
good length of neck and body. She has an attractive head piece with good pigmentation. Her
balanced angulation allows her to move around the ring with ease while holding together well.
She is clean coming and going. Did not always have her head in the game today.
2. LARKLAIN MICKEYS HERE COMES TROUBLE TO THE ROCKY L (GCH CH
TRIAD PANORAMIC - GCH CH LARKLAIN PARKERS FEMME FATALE) Breeder: C
Swinney. Owners: L. Halop. This little red-headed tri girl was the youngest in the class, but
showed like a pro. Her inky black coat is set off by sparkling white markings. She has a pretty,
foxy face, but I found her wide blaze to be off-putting. In a class of easy movers, she had the best
side gait with no wasted motion. She has an elegant neck flowing into a level back with good
finish to the croup. Good bone and short hocks.
3. ROCKY L SUPERCALIFRAGILISTICEXPIALIDOCIOUS (CH MISTY RIDGE
RUMBLESTILTSKIN AXP MJP OFP - CORWINN FLOWER PETAL Breeder/Owner: L
Halop. A striking red-headed tri girl in beautiful coat condition. She has a beautiful head and
expression and lovely dark eye. Her correct body proportions are paired with little short hocks
and good, oval bone. Her corrects angles, front and rear, propelled a strong side movement. She
is in a growth stage that does not allow her to hold together in the middle, but I predict a rosy
future.
PUPPY BITCHES 9 TO 12 MONTHS (3 entered, 0 absent)
1. OAKHILLS ROYAL DUCHESS (Ch Greenwoods Fame and Fortune - Ch.Anlen Liberty
Belle) Breeder/Owner: Rebecca Hardwick. First place in this nice class of puppy girls is an
eye-catching sable girl with lovely head and expression. Excellent overall type. She has an
admirable shoulder layback with nice long upper arm. Equally good rear angulation allowed her
to cruise effortlessly around the ring. She gaited her way to BEST PUPPY.
2. COVENTRY BOMBSHELL (Gch Martindale Black Bart - GChp Coventry Just Alittle
Crush) Breeder: Bill Shelton Steve Leyerly. Owners: Elizabeth Sessions,Bill Shelton,Williams
DVM,D Salow. This light red bitch also went around the ring quite smartly, just not quite the

front reach of the winner. She has a pretty head piece with a bit more brow. Good height to
length ratio with lovely neck and overall outline. She held her top line on the move, but
occasionally let down standing.
3. VANGARD BARCELONA ( GCH LININCORGI'S LIVIN' ON A PRAYER - CH
VANGARD BELLS A RINGIN) Breeder/Owner: Robert L Simpson. This red and white girl had
similar proportions to those above. She is a bit longer in foreface, nevertheless a pleasing
expression with good pigmentation and ear set. She used herself quite well on the move, but lost
her top line at times. She was unsettled today, but a quality bitch with a future when she decided
to put it all together.
BITCHES 12 TO 18 MONTHS (8 entered, 2 absent)
1. WESTBOURNE HALEY A SPOONFUL OF SUGAR. ( CH TIMBERSIDE VINE
MAPLE - CH WESTBOURNE'S-WHATEVER LOLA WANTS) Breeder: Marilee Earle.
Owners: Carrie Hale, Marilee Earle. This impressive black-headed tri girl has a lovely neck and
classic outline. She has a beautiful head piece with parallel planes, proper ear set and good
underjaw. Good angulation front and rear with nice depth of brisket. She handled the grassy ring
with ease, all the while showing off a dead level top line. RESERVE WINNERS BITCH
2. Brynlea Nutella Of Sandfox (GCH SANDFOX EWEKNOW ECLIPSE OF THE HEART CH BRYNLEA RHYTHM OF THE RAIN) Breeders: Brenda Stiles, Vicki L Sandage, Sandra L
Hanson. Owners: Brenda Stiles,V. Sandage. This lightly sabled, red bitch was also very good on
the move with an abundance of reach and drive. She is not quite as clean coming and going and
her head not as feminine. She has an admirable neck and overall outline. Good bone and feet.
Quality bitch.
3. KINION LINDFOX FASHION FORWARD (GCh Martindale Black Bart - Lindfox At
First Sight) Breeder/Owners: Janet Summer, Nissa Lindstrom. This red girl was yet another very
nice mover with good angulation front and rear. Good bone, feet and top line with a nice finish to
the croup. Pleasing head piece with dark pigmentation and proper ear set. She was not an
especially willing participant today, but will no doubt turn heads when she’s ready to turn it on.
4. WESTBOURNE HALEY NO SUGAR ADDED (CH TIMBERSIDE VINE MAPLE - CH
WESTBOURNE'S-WHATEVER LOLA WANTS) Breeder/ Owners: Marilee Earle. A
black-headed tri bitch who had most of the attributes of her first-place sister. Very similar in arch
of neck, length of body, hard back and lovely foxy head piece. She is a free and easy mover from
the side, but toes in coming at you, nor is she clean going away. This lowered her placement in a
class of beautiful, good moving bitches...but she is still right up there in attributes.
BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCHES (6 entries, 1 absent)
1. VANGARD AT LAST (GCHB WOODSEDGE BRYNLEA NOIR LIKE ME - CH
VANGARD BELLS A RINGIN) Breeder/Owners: Robert L Simpson. This red-headed tri bitch
might be named “At Last,” but she was first in a big way! What a lovely headed girl with style
and attitude. Her proportions are right on standard with nothing overdone. She has elegance in a
working package and shows it on the move. It was a pleasure to award her WINNERS BITCH,
BEST OF WINNERS, BEST BRED BY EXHIBITOR
2. BROOKEHAVEN INTO TEMPTATION ( BROOKEHAVEN EVENING NEWS BROOKHAVEN OUR LITTLE SECRET) Breeder: Kathy Gangi. /Owners: Kathleen Gangi,
Robert Rigwood. A black-headed tri girl with a striking, ink-black coat and snow white collar.

She has a nicely arched neck blending into well-laid shoulders and a dead level top line. Her
height to length ratio is excellent and she has just the right amount of bone and substance for her
size. She is a free and easy mover. Would prefer a more feminine head.
3. TRENGATE MOON RISING ( Ch Trengate Lock And Load - Trengate New Moon)
Breeder/Owners: Sylvia Nolan. This long and low, lightly sabled girl used herself very well on
the move. Not quite the front reach of the two above, but smooth and relaxed. Very attractive
head piece with nicely chiseled foreface and dark pigmentation. Enthusiastic show girl who held
her top line well.
4. COVENTRY MUSIC OF THE NIGHT (GCH CH MARTINDALE BLACK BART - CH
ALENCLAUD VICENTA) Breeder: Bill Shelton, Steven Layerly, Becky Williams, Deborah
Salow .Owners: Eileen Weston, Bill Shelton, Becky Williams, Deborah Salow. A red-headed tri
girl who is very much in the tradition of the three above. She has correct body proportions with
good length of neck and nice fore chest. Her short hocks have oval bone that extends down into
correct feet. She has a pleasing expression and parallel planes, although slight heavy in brow.
She moved freely from the side but could flip her front feet on occasion.
AMERICAN BRED BITCHES (1 entry)
1. ROCKY L SS AERO SMITH (CH MISTY RIDGE RUMBLESTILTSKIN AXP MJP OFP
- SGF ROCKIN ABBEY OF AMSBURG) Breeder: D Smith, M Manos. Owners: L Halop. This
charming red and white girl has a pleasing expression and good ear set. She has a nice arch of
neck and good, hard top line which she holds moving and standing. Good bone and substance
and length of body. Her front assembly is a bit forward and she tends to knuckle over in front.
OPEN BITCHES (5 entries, 0 absent)
1. TRENGATE RUBY GLOW (CH TRENGATE LOCK AND LOAD - GCHB CH
TRENGATE RUBY MIST)Breeder/Owners: Sylvia Nolan. First place bitch in this class has an
attractive head piece with good pigmentation around the eye. She is an elegant red and white
with nice neck and body length, although a bit short in ribbing which caused a slight roll over the
loin. Nice short hocks, good bone and feet. She is an easy mover from the side.
2. STILLWATER STYLE. DN42971201 (GCHG PENNYSHIRE SOLID ALIBI - CH
STILLWATER CAPRICE) Breeder/Owners: Debbie Burk, Mike Burk, Mary Day. This bitch is
striking in color, being a clear red with a white-icing collar that enhances a nicely arched neck.
Her pretty head would be enhanced by a darker eye. She has good length, a hard top line, and
nice bone. She has good rear angulation and moves with purpose, but a slightly short upper arm
inhibits front reach.
3. WANDERPOND GISELLE (GCHS CORWINN INCREDIBLE DASH - CH
WANDERPOND PRIMA BALLERINA) Breeders: Gay Gausman, Linda Downing, Reggie
Gausman. Owners: Reggie Gausman. This young, red-headed tri bitch does not yet have the
maturity of those above. However, she is a quality bitch with a lovely head and expression and
good length of body. She appears higher on leg which was not helped by current lack of coat.
She moves well from the side holding a level top line. A bit unsettled coming and going.
4. EVANWHIT BLOWING IN THE WIND (CH. TRI-UMPH TAINT NO SAINT EVANWHIT ANGEL OF THE WINDS) Breeder/Owners: Barbara A. Evans. This red-headed
tri bitch has a pleasing, foxy head piece with the darkest eye in the class. Her outline is impacted

by a few extra pounds. She has nice bone and fore chest and moves well from the side. She is a
willing participant and her top line might benefit from conditioning.
VETERAN DOGS 7 YEARS TO 10 YEARS (1 entry)
1. GCHG CH PENNYSHIRE SOLID ALIBI CH WOODBINE FLASHY ALIBI - CH
PENNY GLYN'S MINNIE) Breeder: Maureen Wilkinson. Owners: Debbie Burk, Mike Burk.
This wonderful, red-headed tri gentleman is a favorite of mine, although I’m wondering how he
got to be a veteran! He has a handsome, masculine head piece. His body is strong and solid with
an excellent neck, good length a hard level back. He has good angulation, oval bone and correct
feet. He traverses the ring with ease and purpose – like he owns the joint! I love this guy. (And
he obviously loves his owner.)
VETERAN BITCHES - 7 YEARS TO 10 YEARS (1 entry)
1. GCH STILLWATER LETS MAKE A DEAL (GCH STILLWATER JEOPARDY CD RN
CGC - STILLWATER SIDE BY SIDE) Breeder/Owners: Mary Day, Chris Johnson. This red
and white lady has a snazzy white collar and the attitude to go with it. She has good proportions
and continues to hold a level top line. She was happy to be back in the ring with her owner and
didn’t forget she was a show girl.
VETERAN BITCHES 10 Yrs. & Older (3 entries, 0 absent)
1. CH ANLEN PENNY CANDY (CH MAPLECREEK SILVERSPOON - CH ANLEN MISS
MONEYPENNY) Breeder/Owners: Elena Stangel. This lovely headed, dark red girl forgot to
check her driver’s license as, despite her veteran status, she continues to circle the ring with easy
presence. She still sparkles, as befits a star, and lives up to her correct body proportions and
angulation. She’s “Candy” for the eyes.
2. CH WINSORCASTLE'S FOXLOR TYMELSS (CH FOXLOR SHAFRHAUS SAMMY
SOSA - CH LONGJOHN'S CORDALE TROUBLE) Breeder: Colleen Melnyk. Owners: Lori
Sawyer. This red-headed tri girl is still a super mover and holds her top line doing it. She had a
joyous time being back in the ring and wasn’t ready for the fun to end.
3. GCH STILLWATER CAN'T TOUCH THIS! (CH SANDFOX FLYING FINISH - CH
STILLWATER SWEET TART )Breeder/Owners: Mary Day, Chris Johnson. This pretty
red-headed tri girl was so happy to partner up with her owner again. She has not forgotten the
cookies! Being the eldest of the bunch, her movement was a bit more difficult, but she soldiered
on.
Herding Titled Dogs (1 entry)
1.
WANDERPOND DERBY DAY (ROYSTON RHAPSODY CD BN RA HT
CGC - WANDERPOND A WING AND A PRAYER) Breeder/Owners: Gay Gausman,
Dorcas Chow. This talented boy is rich red in color with snappy white markings and
attractive expression. He has good height to length ratio, level top line and good bone for
his size. He moved around the ring with little effort. Although he wasn’t used to the breed
ring venue, he performed very willingly and well.
BEST OF BREED (13 entries, 2 absent)
GCH CARIADH CIERRA TEMPEST IN A TEAPOT CGC ( GCH CARIADH IRON
BUTTERFLY - GCH CARIADH CIERRA TEMPTATION EYES) Breeder/Owners: Patsy

Smith, Betty Hall. This stunning red and white bitch owned the ring today. I have admired
her before and she did not disappoint. She has an exquisite head piece, elegant neck, level
back and very correct body proportions. She moves like she could herd all day and look
pretty doing it. For me, she was the whole package. I congratulate her breeders and owners.
BEST OF BREED

GCHS CORWINN INCREDIBLE DASH Breeder/Owners: Curt Winningham, Ellen
Winningham. This handsome red-headed tri boy has all the pieces, including exceptional side
movement. Masculine head piece, arched neck, good length of body, short hocks with good
bone and angulation come together to create an enviable whole.
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX
GCHS CH MISCHIEF AFOOT ARROW'S SOLID ALIBI (GCHG CH PENNYSHIRE
SOLID ALIBI - WESTBOURNE'S BRIAR ROSE) Breeder: Kathleen Y Kirby, Steven D
Kirby. Owners: Rob Wilson, Michell Wilson.
SELECT DOG
CH COVENTRY GOOD VIBRATIONS (CH ALENCLAUD TONY ASH - GCHB
COVENTRY SWINGING ON A STAR) Breeder/Owners: Bill Shelton, Steve Leyerly,
Beckie Williams, Deborah Salow
SELECT BITCH

GCHG CH PENNYSHIRE SOLID ALIBI CH WOODBINE FLASHY ALIBI - CH
PENNY
GLYN'S MINNIE) Breeder: Maureen Wilkinson. Owners: Debbie Burk, Mike Burk.
AWARDS OF MERIT
GCHB TRENGATE RUBY MIST (GCH SANDFOX CADENZA - CH TRENGATE RUBY
SLIPPERS) Breeder: Sylvia Nolan, Scott Nolan. Owners: Helen Weise, Frank Weise.
AWARDS OF MERIT
CH COVENTRY CATCH ME IF YOU CAN (GCH MARTINDALE BLACK BART GCHS
ALENCLAUD VICENTA) Breeder/Owners: Bill Shelton, Steven Leyerly, Beckie
Williams, Deborah Salow.
AWARDS OF MERIT

